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8.1
8.1.1

Introduction
Synthetic Biology

Synthetic biology describes the process of engineering a cell for new or
improved functionality. The roots of synthetic biology can be traced back
to 1953, when Franklin,1 Watson and Crick2 first discovered the molecular
structure of DNA. This discovery cemented the concept of discrete heritability among biologists and sparked a revolution in genetics. In 1973, Cohen
et al.3 produced antibiotic resistant Escherichia coli regarded as the world's
first genetically engineered organism. Since then, there has been an exponential rise in the use of synthetic biology tools to enable scientists to create
biological entities not yet present in the natural world.
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Considered foundational to synthetic biology, genomic research maps
structural and functional DNA across the domains of life. Several landmark
genomic projects have brought forth essential synthetic biology tools, such
as high-throughput DNA sequencing and cloning techniques. By 1996, the
six-thousand genes of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome were elucidated
and with that came DNA hybridization arrays and new techniques in proteomics as well as the first genome databases.4,5 By 2001, the first draft of
the human genome was presented.6 The scale of this project nurtured a revolution in ‘next-generation’ sequencing.7,8 This movement has witnessed
the price of DNA sequencing drop from $100 million per human genome
to $1000 9 – removing a massive barrier to entry into the field. Fast-forward
to 20 years later, these technological advances have led to the discovery
of CRISPR-Cas9,10 regarded widely as one of the most important contributions to the field of synthetic biology and has ushered in a new era of rapid
gene editing.
The impact of synthetic biology can be felt throughout many industries
including medicine, biofuels, resource and food development as well as
manufacturing. In particular, metabolic engineering has produced microbes
capable of generating valuable therapeutics such as the antimalarial drug
artemisinin,11 opioids,12 cannabinoids13 and biofuels such as propane-2-
diol14,15 and farnesene.16,17 Major contributions to clinical diagnostics come
from Bayer's branched DNA assays capable of detecting HIV and hepatitis
DNA in patient samples18 as well as a paper-based Ebola virus detection
system by Pardee et al.19 The field of gene therapy is currently in full flight.
Patients can now be treated with CRISPR-Cas9-altered lymphocytes with cell-
surface receptors targeting a list of common cancers.20–22

8.1.2

Design–Test–Build–Learn

Despite this flood of new biological systems and technologies, the process
of developing these new biological systems is extremely labour-intensive,
expensive and less-than deterministic. Engineering relies on a process of
characterizing components so that their performance can be modelled in a
wide variety of system contexts. The vast number of biochemical interactions
within cells obscures accurate predictions about how biological components
will work outside their native hosts. In many cases, high-throughput experimentation must be carried out to provide a high-resolution picture of how
a system's parameters interact while also delivering in the shortest possible timeframe. To categorize different stages of work, synthetic biology has
adopted the design–build–test–learn cycle of engineering. It is through many
rounds of this cycle that researchers can engineer a biological system.
Design in synthetic biology refers to designing a system or experiment.
This can take the form of designing transcriptional units using DNA design
software,23 gene network design software23 as well as workflow design tools
that optimize across physical and experimental design.24 Build generally
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refers to writing DNA, assembling DNA and bringing it into a host organism. DNA can be synthesized de novo using phosphoramidite chemistry or
more recently through ‘click’ chemistry of nucleic acid analogues.25 Constructing large DNA fragments is achieved through DNA assembly. Frequently paired with polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification of DNA
fragments, DNA assembly techniques such as Golden Gate,26,27 Gibson28
and yeast homology recombination29 are heavily relied-upon in synthetic
biology. Addressing standardization and throughput in DNA assembly, synthetic biology ‘toolkits’ have been developed for numerous applications
and chassis organisms.30–35 Many of these toolkits provide modular hierarchical cloning systems along with libraries of characterized regulatory element, signal protein and protein purification tags. Test refers to the assays
and analytical techniques used to determine genotypic and phenotypic
relationships. Learn refers to all work leading to subsequent re-design.
Evolving data analysis tools and sequence databases provide the foundation to move forward with new designs.

8.1.3

Automation and the Age of the Biofoundry

Some of the biggest challenges of synthetic biology are standardization
and reproducibility. Even today, where industrial manufacturing is largely
automated, much of the work in synthetic biology research is done by hand
through frequent pipetting and transferring samples from one platform
to another. As a result, technique is learned by trial-and-error, while documented protocols are subject to interpretation. This leads to concerns of
data reliability and discourages linking results across different experiments.
Addressing this, many institutions have established ‘biofoundries’, which
are facilities modelled after the industrial spaces such as Gingko Bioworks'
Bioworks2 factory.36
The goal of a biofoundry is to expedite synthetic biology research by combining computation with automation. The Global Biofoundry Alliance37
is an international infrastructure with currently 25 (and growing) non-
commercial member facilities. Together, this network promotes best-
practices and standardization for automation, as well as engaging in
sustainable project development, while finding ways to expand the role of
the biofoundry in the research community. Alongside automation tools,
many biofoundries also provide open-source software for design work and
analysis such as the Edinburgh Genome Foundry's Cuba software suite38
and the tools provided by the Agile Biofoundry.39 These powerful facilities
aim to ‘close-the-loop’ on the DBTL cycle, transcending the limitations of
human intervention while providing an educational hub for local synthetic
biology communities.
A hurdle when establishing and maintaining a biofoundry is the cost and
footprint of the automation machinery. Their use of consumable plastics
also dramatically increases the cost of operation. Yet tools which support
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the Society for Biomolecular Sciences (SBS) format plastics continue to dominate the market for automation and analysis machines. This is partially
because SBS standard microtiter plate formats such as 96-well and 384-well
are useable by both humans and machines. This provides an easy transition
between manual and automated work but is unnecessary if the goal is to
automate the entire DBTL cycle. Despite the vision of expediting the DBTL
cycle, biofoundries rely on expensive machines that only automate part of
the task – leaving bottlenecks in the total workflow. For example, DNA assembly can be done rapidly using the Labcyte® Echo, as demonstrated by Kanigowska et al. (2015).40 Yet, bacterial transformation in this study was done
manually, since it required delicate temperature control, which is not supported by the Echo. Additionally, commercial cell-sorting equipment may
not be suitable to handle certain sensitive cell types as they are developed
by researchers. A necessary step in the evolution and proliferation of biofoundaries is to integrate affordable and custom automation equipment that
completes workflows and does not require human intervention.

8.1.4

Droplet Microfluidics

Droplet microfluidics has emerged to provide solutions to ‘close-the-loop’
in synthetic biology (Figure 8.1), lending platforms for automating multiple aspects of the cycle. These platforms are ideal for processing liquid samples in synthetic biology considering how expensive reagents can be. The
low footprint of these platforms makes them especially suitable for researchers seeking to maximize the efficiency of their space. Droplet microfluidics
falls into two major categories: digital microfluidics and droplet-in-channel.
Digital microfluidics allows users control over operations such as mixing
and merging of individual sample droplets – a useful tool for precise sample preparation and processing. A clear advantage of droplet-in-channel over
conventional automation equipment is throughput, especially in testing. In
this review, we describe droplet-in-channel and digital microfluidic platforms and how both platforms contribute to the automation landscape of
synthetic biology, as well as discuss how this field can be further developed
to ‘close-the-loop’ on synthetic biology's DBTL process.

8.2

Building

At the heart of synthetic biology is the ability to create, assemble and insert
novel genetic materials into cells. By the end of the build stage, synthetic
biologists aim to have new genetic constructs inside target organisms. To
achieve this, the common workflow is to create genetic sequences by DNA
synthesis, amplify those sequences to sufficient concentrations, assemble
them into larger more complete constructs, and deliver them into cells. Substantial efforts from different labs have been made to use droplet microfluidics to perform these tasks.
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Overview

of a microfluidic assisted design–build–test–learn (DBTL)
cycle. Design software are available to design microfluidic devices and
experiments on digital microfluidics, as well as biological CAD tools
for construct and experimental design. Building genetic constructs or
modified cells can be automated using digital or droplet-in-channel
microfluidics for plasmid assembly, cell-free protein synthesis, and
transformation (electroporation, heat shock, lipid transfection). Typically, this step is followed by a testing step, in which the biological system is tested. Microfluidics can perform high-throughput screening
of millions of droplets containing engineered cells and can be easily
integrated with analytical platforms and sequencing methods with
single-cell resolution. This feeds directly into learning, where we use
microfluidic technology in conjunction with computational learning
tools to close the loop. Microfluidics has shown to be a reliable tool for
the automation of synthetic biology, yet systems that integrate several
or all of the DBTL cycle still need to be developed.

De novo Oligo Synthesis

The dominant technique for oligo synthesis is phosphoramidite chemistry,
which can either be column-based or array-based.41 Automated column-based
techniques can synthesize as many as 1536 unique oligos simultaneously
with lengths of up to 100 bases while reporting error rates as low as 0.5%.
The array-based approach can produce as many as 10 000 oligos in parallel
that are up to 200 bases in length, however, with less purity.42 Recently, enzymatic oligo synthesis has promised longer oligos at higher throughput.43 The
few channel-based microfluidic devices that have been studied significantly
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reduce reagent consumption while producing oligos as long as 45 bases
that could be subsequently assembled into eGFP or eYFP genes.44–46 A recent
resurgence in this field has shown channel-based devices performing reverse
DNA synthesis (5′-3′) while using highly simplified devices47 as well as work
making use of an inkjet printer to synthesize oligos into an array of droplets48
(Figure 8.2A).
Reduced reagent consumption and high throughput offered by droplet
microfluidics has the potential to further advance oligo synthesis, yet several
challenges must be addressed. Both phosphoramidite and enzymatic-based
protocols require the use of harsh solvents that are incompatible with common microfluidic materials.45 Furthermore, rapid evaporation rates of the
organic-based solvents can make them difficult to maintain for extended
periods of time and use of substitute reagents has led to decreased coupling
efficiency.46 Overcoming these hurdles will allow for droplet microfluidics to
play an important role in DNA synthesis over the next 10 years.49 Currently,
several companies are already using ‘silicon-based’ droplet-based microfluidics platforms for automating DNA synthesis.

8.2.2

Amplification

DNA cannot be synthesized in useful concentrations for assembly or transfection/transformation of cells; thus, an amplification process is required. Low
reagent volumes, ability to prevent cross-contamination, low thermal mass,
and ability for complete system integration, has allowed droplet microfluidics to be used extensively for PCR-based amplifications. Droplet microfluidics has been shown to prevent issues with the adsorption of PCR reagents
onto channel surfaces, which is frequently seen in single-phase microfluidics. Moreover, droplet-based PCR has also been shown to have increased
yields and reduced overall processing time in comparison to single-phase
PCR devices50 and can amplify from a single DNA molecule successfully51
(Figure 8.2B).
A significant advantage of droplet microfluidics over traditional benchtop amplification techniques is the ability to encapsulate small sections of a
larger gene or even entire genome into its own discrete droplet. This allows
a sequence with less affinity for PCR materials to amplify through to saturation without competing for resources. This benefit was shown by Sidore
et al.52 when they uniformly and accurately amplified the genomes of single
Escherichia coli cells starting from as little as 4.7 fg of DNA using a technique
known as droplet digital multiple displacement amplification (ddMDA).
ddMDA combines the non-specific amplification ability of traditional multiple displacement amplification (MDA) with highly accurate droplet encapsulation leading to greatly improved sequence coverage in comparison to
benchtop MDA or shaken emulsion MDA.
While amplification is crucial for the build process, droplet-based amplification techniques are also integral for analysis and testing. Droplet microfluidics can help maintain accuracy and specificity while increasing throughput
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during single-cell whole genome amplification, a mandatory step before
single-cell sequencing can be performed.53 It also can be used for the detection of miRNA in single cells54 or the presence of a gene of interest in amounts
as low as a single molecule.55 These capabilities have led to a keen interest
from the clinical field in using droplet microfluidic amplification tools (predominantly ddPCR and ddMDA) for the detection of various diseases such as
cancer56–58 and HIV.59
Looking to the future, microfluidicists should aim to further integrate
amplification into automated ‘building and testing’ devices. Amplification is
not usually a stand-alone objective with synthetic biology, thus it should not
be for a microfluidic device. Devices managing DNA amplification should
also be capable of tasks such as NGS library prep,60 or DNA assembly, transformation and genomic integration. The integration of multiple building
steps on a microfluidic platform will become the expectation for laboratory
automation in synthetic biology.

8.2.3

Assembly

Gene constructs that are used for valuable applications are much longer
(>10 kb) than can be continuously synthesized, and these constructs typically are a collection of pre-existing and de novo sequences. To take these
sequences and build them into a cohesive construct, the individual parts
are assembled together (similar to combining LEGO blocks together). Current assembly techniques, such as BioBricks™, BglBricks and Golden Gate
rely on restriction enzymes, whereas Gibson, In-fusion, and SLIC rely on
sequence-independent overlaps to perform assembly.61 The vision and future
of DNA assembly is to assemble parts to construct productive pathways, and
assemble pathways to make genomes. Due to the labour-intensive nature of
DNA assembly, especially when combined with enzymatic error correction,
this process will inevitably require massive parallelization and automation
to come to fruition on any large scale.
Gibson assembly is highly amenable to droplet microfluidic platforms
due to its ability to carry out numerous DNA assembly steps in a ‘one-pot’
solution. This capability was displayed by Tangen et al.62 when they used
a droplet-in-channel microfluidic device to assemble a library containing
70 different combinations with each combination approximately 525 bp
in length. While one-pot assembly techniques are easiest to implement on
microfluidic devices, there is an increase in the likelihood of non-specific
hybridization, placing limitations on what genes can be assembled. Despite
requiring more intricate liquid handling processes, multi-step assembly
methods are required to advance the field. Using the Mondrian™ Digital
Microfluidic platform, Ben-Yehezkel et al.63 demonstrated a technique called
programmable order polymerization (POP), which relies on DMF liquid
manipulation to optimize and to perform each hybridization in an assembly process sequentially to improve accuracy. By introducing a dilution step
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between each hybridization, followed by increasing the concentration of
the specific components required for the next stage, POP allows for precise
control over the assembly process. Comparing POP with Gibson assembly
head-to-head in the assembly of a YFP library showed that POP leads to substantially fewer spurious assembly results, especially as the number of DNA
fragments being assembled increased. Further displaying the capabilities
of POP on DMF, the authors demonstrated the construction of an azurin
library with 70 distinct constructs. Notably, the construction strategy made
use of fragments that are shared between target molecules, which would be
difficult in a one-pot method. Additionally, the device allowed for a 50-fold
reduction in reagent consumption and a 10-fold reduction in time required
compared to a benchtop protocol.
Irrespective of whether a one-pot or a multi-step assembly procedure is
used, both can lead to errors in assembly, especially if the starting materials have impurities in them (which is often the case). Even using the best
modern assembly procedures, researchers can reasonably expect an error
rate of between 1 and 10 errors per kilo base, and, given the exponential
relationship between assembly accuracy and the presence of errors in a construct as it grows, even modest improvements in error correction can substantially reduce the workload required to get a perfect clone.64 Similarly,
using the Mondrian™ DMF platform, Khilko et al.65 assembled 12 oligos to
form a 339 bp section of the human influenza virus using Gibson assembly
methods. Initially, the authors showed a modest error rate of four errors
per kilobase; however, after implementing an on-device enzymatic error
correction protocol, they were able to reduce the error rate to 1.8 errors per
kilobase (Figure 8.2C).

8.2.4

Gene Delivery Methods

With new novel genetic material synthesized, amplified, and assembled into
useful genetic components, the final step in the build process is to insert this
new genetic information into a host organism. Traditionally, physical methods such as heat shock and electroporation are commonly used for microbial work while chemical and biological methods such as lipofection and
viral transduction are used to deliver DNA, RNA or even proteins across the
cell membrane of mammalian cells. Using droplet microfluidics, bacteria or
yeast cells have been transformed – or transfected in the case of mammalian
cells – using three commonly used techniques: heat shock, electroporation
and lipofection.

8.2.4.1 Heat Shock
Heat shock was first performed on a digital microfluidic device by Au et al.66
While the researchers involved in this work were successfully able to insert
a YFP reporter gene into bacteria, the protocol involved manually moving
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the microfluidic chip between a hot plate and an ice bath to achieve the temperature fluctuations required. Similarly, a droplet-in-channel device was
designed to perform heat shock by encapsulating E. coli cells and plasmids
in a droplet and flowing the droplets through a capillary tube partially placed
on ice and partially placed in a hot water bath.67 Later, Gach et al.68 improved
upon these systems by integrating multiple thermal elements into a digital microfluidic platform, facilitating heat shock transformation of both
S. cerevisiae and well as E.coli cells. This system used multiple thermoelectric
cooling (TEC) elements at different positions on the chip to create different
temperature regions. The heat shock protocol was done by moving droplets
across the different regions. This device was also used for culturing transformed cells after heat shock. Recently Moazami et al.69 improved on this
work by incorporating a PID-controlled TEC element to perform heat shock
protocols on a digital microfluidic device. This design reduces the space
required for heat shock on-device since all required temperatures can be
achieved at a single position.

8.2.4.2 Electroporation
Perhaps the most explored technique for droplet microfluidic transformation is electroporation. An early example of electroporation in droplet
microfluidics was reported in 2009 when Zhan et al.70 demonstrated the
ability to transfect a Chinese hamster ovary with an eGFP plasmid in a
droplet-in-channel microfluidic device. Advancing the field further, Shih
et al.71 developed a hybrid microfluidic device that made use of both digital microfluidics as well as in-channel droplet microfluidics. In this work,
one-pot Golden Gate, Gibson assembly, and yeast assembly were all performed on the digital microfluidics part of the device. After mixing, the
droplet containing a newly assembled plasmid was actuated to a channel where it was mixed with either E.coli (Golden Gate or Gibson) or yeast
cells (TAR assembly) before being pressure-driven to an electroporation
site. Comparing the on-chip electroporation head-to-head with benchtop
experiments, the on-chip experiments exhibited comparable – and in some
cases superior – efficiency to the benchtop experiments with a peak efficiency of 4.5 × 106 CFU µg−1 for E.coli and 2 × 106 CFU µg−1 for yeast when
transformed with a GFP plasmid. In an attempt to move away from channel-based electroporation devices, Madison et al.72 showed that an exclusively DMF device could be used for high efficiency electroporation of E. coli
cells by optimizing electrode geometries and pulse parameters. The team
was able to report electroporation efficiencies in E.coli as high as 8.6 × 108
CFU µg−1, more than two orders of magnitude higher than previously
reported efficiencies (Figure 8.2D). Continuing this work, the team integrated their electroporation design into a commercial DMF device implementing the popular multiplexed automated gene editing (MAGE) pipeline
using electroporation on E.coli.73
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8.2.4.3 Lipofection
Lipofection relies on a vector enclosed in a liposome complex to interact with
the lipid bilayer membrane of a cell and be taken into the cell via endocytosis.74 This vector delivery system avoids the loss of cell viability associated
with electroporation and does not have the immunogenicity problems that
come with viral vectors. However, generally, lipofection is less efficient than
other common techniques.75 Working to improve the efficiencies, Li et al.76
encapsulated Lipofectin and a plasmid of interest into a droplet along with a
traditionally hard-to-transfect cell. Using the droplet microfluidic platform,
the authors were able to show a 10-fold increase in efficiency when transfecting Jurkat, THP-1 and K562 cells with an eGFP plasmid. It is suggested that
the microscale encapsulation of single cells with plasmids and lipoplexes
allowed the system to overcome diffusion limitations often seen in the macroscale. Additionally, the authors propose that the shear stress encountered
by the cells during droplet pinch-off resulted in permeation of the cell membrane, which contributed to the substantial increase in efficiency.

8.2.5

Application: Mammalian Genetic Editing Pipelines

A prevalent application of synthetic biology that requires most – if not
all – of the steps in the build pipeline, is genetic editing. Since the advent
of CRISPR systems (see review papers:77–79), mammalian gene editing pipelines have consisted of designing, synthesizing, and assembling new constructs, delivery of these constructs by transfection, selection and sorting
into monoclonal populations, and population expansion. Several droplet
microfluidic platforms have been shown in the literature to integrate the
parts of the process of gene editing. For example, Sinha et al.80 demonstrated that the generation and validation of CRISPR knockouts in mammalian cells can be automated on a digital microfluidic platform. In this work,
the authors synthesized and purified plasmids encoding for gRNAs using
traditional methods; however, they performed the transfection, culture and
knockout of lung cancer's RAF1 gene on an automated CRISPR editing platform (Figure 8.2E). Additionally, furthering previously highlighted work, Li
et al.76 targeted and knocked out the TP53BP1 gene in K562 cells in their
continuous-flow droplet microfluidic platform. While the transfection and
validation of CRISPR plasmids have been performed on-chip, much work
needs to be done to integrate the other steps of the pipeline. A logical next
step would be to perform the assembly of CRISPR plasmids along with their
transfection and validation.
Worth mentioning here is the exciting cell squeeze technology that has
been used for genetic editing hard-to-transfect cells.81,82 An interesting avenue of research would be to combine cell squeeze technology with droplet
microfluidic automation techniques for end-to-end gene editing of traditionally challenging cells such as primary cell lines.
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Application: Building Synthetic Cells

The ability to generate droplet emulsions in microfluidic devices can be
useful to generate synthetic cells: individual entities with a membrane-like
encapsulation and an interior with functioning genetic networks, proteins,
cellular mechanisms or metabolic pathways. This bottom-up approach of
building cells has helped synthetic biologists in understanding basic cellular
mechanisms by experimenting with the assembly of gene regulatory networks
from scratch, as recently reviewed by Ai et al. (2019).83 The scaffolds of these
cells can be either membranous structures (liposomes, fatty acid vesicles,
polymersomes), emulsions (droplets and colloidosomes), or membrane-less
coacervates. Vesosomes, polymerosomes, water-in-oil (double) emulsions
and coacervates can all be generated using droplet-in-channel microfluidic approaches.84,85 Often, these microfluidic tools are the only methods of
generating different types of synthetic cells. In addition, droplet-in-channel
microfluidic systems can be used for fusion, division, mixing, adaptation, or
deformation of these synthetic cells, useful for studying their behaviour.86
Using these methods, synthetic cells with complex cellular membranes
have been used as a method for studying cellular communication.87 Microfluidic generated synthetic cells have also been used to generate synthetic
multicellular consortia, that can be made with populations of synthetic cells.
Pattern formation was studied using this bottom-up approach by Tayar et
al.88 And by building genetic networks inside synthetic protocell populations, distributed computing systems89 have successfully been set up, with
several logic functions across protocells.

8.2.7

Microfluidic Automation of the Build Process

While much work needs to be done to integrate devices and capabilities
together, a single platform capable of complete end-to-end automation of
the build process (i.e. synthesis, assembly, delivery) using droplet microfluidics is highly achievable (Figure 8.2). The ability to synthesize oligos, amplify
material, assemble plasmids, transfect cells and grow out mutants on a single automated platform will democratize genetic engineering and make prohibitively difficult procedures available to labs, clinics, schools and scientists
around the world. Efforts to achieve numerous steps together on a single
device have been discussed68,71 and furthering this goal should be a main
focus for the field moving forward.
Beyond the capability to automate conventional building procedures, droplet microfluidic devices have been placed in the spotlight by their important
role as one of the only methods to generate and study artificial and edited
cells. One of the main reasons for this is the advantage of high throughput
that comes with droplet-in-channel microfluidics. Although applications are
currently sparse in the literature, we envision new single and benchtop sized
platforms that can engineer complex strains enabling metabolic engineers to
design many different modifications to a cell line with a reduced timeframe
and have a successful mutant ready for testing.
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(A) An oligonucleotide synthesizer based on a microreactor chip
and an inkjet printer. Reproduced from ref. 48 with permission from
Springer Nature, Copyright 2019. (B) DNA encapsulation and amplification using an MDA reaction in droplet microfluidics. Reproduced
from ref. 51 DOI: 10.3390/mi8020062., under the terms of the CC BY 4.0
licence, https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. (C) DNA assembly with error correction on a digital microfluidic platform. Reproduced from ref. 65. DOI: 10.1186/s12896-018-0439-9, under the terms
of the CC BY 4.0 licence, https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
(D) A digital microfluidic device for microbial electroporation. Reproduced from ref. 72 with permission from American Chemical Society
Publications, Copyright 2017. (E) An automated genetic editing platform using digital microfluidics. Reproduced from ref. 80 with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Testing in Droplets

Despite recent advancements in laboratory automation systems, a remaining
bottleneck in the DBTL pipeline is the ability to test and analyse whether synthetic designs work as hypothesized. Within this high-throughput robotic
framework, analysing phenotypic results of genotypic alterations – the testing
step – is still challenging. Detecting compounds of interest from the sea of
products found in the cell requires isolation followed by analytical procedures. The integration of these screening and chemical analysis methods in
an automation framework has been limited by their ability to only process
samples in series and with limited integration.
Droplet microfluidic devices are suitable candidates as a useful tool for
high-throughput testing techniques. Not only do reduced reaction volumes
and the hardware setup reduce costs, devices can also integrate in the traditional synthetic biology workflow with other automated systems such as well
plate readers and analytical devices. Additionally, these platforms allow for
novel testing methods that are unique to microfluidic devices, such as single-
cell or single-molecule testing.90

8.3.1

 igh-throughput Single-cell Screening and Its
H
Applications: Single-cell Encapsulation

The most common method of performing testing in droplet microfluidic
devices is to encapsulate a single cell in a droplet, generating a library of
droplets containing individually engineered cells. During droplet encapsulation, it typically follows a Poisson distribution91 generating a variety of droplets with different quantities of cells (0, 1 or 2 or more). Typically they are
encapsulated at ∼100 Hz, but more recently it has been shown to be capable
of encapsulating at kHz speed, allowing for extreme high-throughput cell
encapsulation.92
After generating a library of droplets, the screening process typically relies
on analytical-based techniques (e.g., fluorescence) to sort the contents of the
engineered cells. Sorting droplets after detection of desired compounds is
performed by either dielectrophoresis (DEP), acoustic waves, electrodes or
thermal energy, most of which allow for binary sorting.93 In relation to synthetic biology, each droplet is an individual microcompartment containing
a single cell that secretes product or is lysed to release a product that can
either fluoresce by itself, or can be quantified upon fluorescence.94 These
techniques typically rely on the placement of optical fibers located orthogonal to the channel walls, or using a laser-induced fluorescence readout system. This creates the possibility to multiplex the droplet experiments with
several dyes that can readout multiple secretions or metabolic activities. A
drawback of the high frequency of screening in these devices is the limited
time of exposure of each droplet to the detection systems, which can lead to a
high number of missed droplets or false positives. However, the advantage of
being able to detect extracellular secreted target molecules, lyse cells, or study
viable samples, truly makes droplet microfluidics a valuable miniaturized
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and multiplexed platform to inform synthetic biologists' decisions on their
engineering design.95 Within the droplet-in-channel realm, fluorescence
activated droplet sorting (FADS)94,96 or more recently, absorbance activated
droplets sorting (AADS),76 have been used for detecting protein expression,
enzyme activity, antibodies,97 aptamers, or cell surface markers.94,97–100

8.3.1.1 Screening of Environmental Samples
Bioprospecting refers to surveying environmental samples to discover new
enzyme variants or complete metabolic processes. The research starts with
the testing phase of the DBTL cycle and provides metabolic engineers with
new parts for their building process. Probing environmental samples using
droplet microfluidic techniques allows for rapid testing of individual droplets in selective conditions. For example, by sorting enzyme variants by
chemical activity and using single-cell sequencing techniques, Nakamura
et al.101 tapped into the advantages of microfluidic technology, and were able
to identify 14 novel β-glucosidase genes from previously uncultured marine
bacteria.
Similarly, Yu et al.102 used high-throughput sorting to determine the characteristics of various heat inducible promoters in plant cells making use of
FADS as a pre-screening technique for next-generation sequencing.

8.3.1.2 Screening Parts and Libraries
Droplet-based microfluidics, with its rapid sorting capabilities, can screen
large libraries to inform the synthetic biologist with the necessary genetic
modification needed to improve function or production titres. Using UVrandom mutagenesis, Huang et al. built a library of mutant yeast strains and
screened for α-amylase production. Using a fluorogenic substrate (BODIPY)
and DEP-based sorting, they were able to sort out high α-amylase producing
mutants. The authors then performed characterization and deep sequencing of indicated successful mutants, which resulted in new knowledge
about protein secretion linked to specific genetic alterations such as a single gene deletion of HDA2.103 Since this work, many groups have used similar droplet-in-channel microfluidics systems to screen strain libraries.104,105
Romero et al. were able to use high-throughput microfluidic screening
to characterize the chemical activity of millions of glucosidase variants
expressed in E.coli generated by error prone PCR. Eventually the team was
able to discover residues crucial to enzyme function and use that as a starting point for creating a library of mutations to find increased activity at high
temperatures.104 Similar to enzyme screening, today, this kind of research
can be performed by combining single-cell encapsulation, barcoding methods, microfluidic sorting and sequencing. Screening of aptamers is also
commonly performed with a droplet-based microfluidic device via a SELEX
procedure.106,107 Such a procedure is performed using primer-functionalized
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microbeads followed by emulsion PCR to produce RNA aptamers that have
also been used as a target for detection. Upon binding to a target, the conformational change can induce a fluorescent signal, as is the case with a spinach
aptamer (Figure 8.3B), used by Abatemarco et al. (2017)106 for the detection of
tyrosine secretion by yeast.108 Furthermore, screening CRISPR libraries can
offer an alternative method to building libraries. Datlinger et al.109 performed
a pooled CRISPR screen with single-cell transcriptome readout to dissect
complex signal pathways and other biological mechanisms that are not easily reduced to a single selectable biomarker. Their method (CROP-seq), performs single-cell RNA-seq to sequence both transcriptome and guide RNA
(gRNA) of a single-cell lentiviral transduced library. These applications are
only few of the examples that show screening parts and libraries can provide
a priori data to construct new libraries for building new constructs and cells.

8.3.2

Library Sequencing

The ability to accurately sequence genetic material is crucial to the DBTL
cycle. It allows the testing process to serve as a starting point in the cycle, as
an ideal path into the learning step, and helps us to use the cycle as a robust
iterative method. Precise genetic or transcriptomic sequencing allows metabolic engineers to take naturally occurring genetic material and decipher
the code of the DNA or RNA part which will help to serve as a basis for further design and engineering or for actual diagnosis or a specific disease. In
addition, it allows researchers to determine the sequence variations on the
selected clones from designed libraries, which is especially beneficial to analyse sample heterogeneity. With the ability of droplet microfluidic devices to
encapsulate individual cells into separate droplet entities, and examples of
accurate quantitative single-cell measurements, this enabled a spike in the
use these devices for single-cell sequencing.110 Previous single-cell ‘omic’
data were unavailable before the implication of microfluidics-based single-
cell sequencing. The first microfluidic technologies allowing for single-cell
RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq)111 were further popularized by Drop-seq and
InDrop; two simple droplet-in-channel-based scRNA-seq techniques developed by Macosko et al.112 and Klein et al.113 These technologies sparked the
ever increasing popularity of droplet microfluidics within diverse biological
research ranging from medicine and immunology,114 to ecology.115 Currently,
the list of microfluidic-based RNA sequencing technologies can now be completed with CEL-seq2,116 MARS-seq117 and MARS-seq2.0,118 SCRB-seq119 and
mcSCRB-seq,120 Smart-seq121 and Smart-seq2,122 and Quartz-Seq2.123 Often,
quantities of mRNA could be too low for sequencing. Droplet microfluidic
devices that allow for isogenic cell culture have been developed to increase
the starting material124 (Figure 8.3A). As such, each of these scRNA-seq
methods has their advantages and disadvantages.125 Further applications of
single-cell sequencing techniques include XDrop126 and MATEseq.127 Many
important advancements have been made using scRNA-seq, which include
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the mapping of immune phenotypes of breast cancer tumour environments.128 Although the transcription level reveals most heterogeneity across
tissues, genetic heterogeneity across large single-cell populations such as
bacteria is an important field of study for antibiotic resistance and other
trait evolution in environmental samples. Ultra-high-throughput genomic
sequencing (SiC-seq)129 allows for deconvolution of genetic heterogeneity
in large populations. Further genomic sequencing techniques have been
developed to solve challenges related to low starting material – a secondary
problem that can also occur during standard DNA sequencing methods. Chu
et al.130 developed SISSOR (single-stranded sequencing using microfluidic
reactors) to increase the starting material for sequencing of diploid genomes
for haplotyping. By performing multiple displacement amplification in
droplets of megabase-sized DNA fragments, they are able to show accurate
sequencing data with error rates as low as 10−8 of the human genome with
just three human cells as starting material. Lastly, using DNA-tagged antibodies, Shahi et al.131 developed AbSeq, a technique to perform ultra-high-
throughput single-cell proteomics to characterize surface proteins.

8.3.3

Other Analytical Techniques for Detection

The high-throughput nature of droplet microfluidics makes it an ideal candidate for rapidly analysing large libraries and making critical observations
for each member within the library. However, on-device qualitative and
quantitative analysis of droplet content is often limited by the high limit-
of-detection. To more thoroughly analyse biological products, coupling
droplet microfluidics with established laboratory analytical techniques will
lead to improved analysis, especially for testing the success of metabolically engineered organisms. Several groups have shown the advantages of
such devices and their applications in the DBTL cycle. For example, integrating microfluidics with mass spectrometry has been increasingly popular since the device can be directly interfaced with the orifice of the mass
spectrometer and does not require the need for specialized matrix plates.
Steyer et al.132 were able to perform nanoelectrospray ionization-mass spectrometry (nESI-MS) of droplets containing enzymes at a rate of 10 droplets
per second. The microfluidic droplet generator was immediately connected
to the mass spectrometer without noise contributions from the oil phase
containing surfactant, thus achieving very high scan rates. MALDI-MS
with droplet-based microfluidics has also been performed133 by integrating a channel with a specialized fabricated nanostructure on a Si-layer that
contains an initiator – called nanostructure initiator mass spectrometry
(NIMS). Lombark-Banek et al.134 have also combined devices with capillary
electrophoresis (CE), electrospray ionization, and an ultra-high‐resolution
mass spectrometer (HRMS) for performing proteomics of single Xenopus
blastomeres.
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Next, the use of droplet microfluidics for PCR has been widely explored as a
droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) method. Advantages of performing PCR in droplets are the ability to lyse single cells in droplets, reduce input volumes, control mixing of reagents and detection of amplicons. Kim et al.135 have shown
the use of a droplet microfluidic device to perform sample prep for RT-PCR.
Furthermore, droplet microfluidic devices have been integrated with fluorescence microscopy, laser-induced fluorescence, Raman spectroscopy,
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy electrochemistry, and capillary electrophoresis, and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy;136 however, more
recent research on integrating microfluidic devices with standard existing
analytical tools is lacking.

8.3.4

Application: Directed Evolution

While synthetic biology generally aims to develop rational design methods
for engineering cells, the current ability to mould biological systems often
falls short of achieving the desired functionality. Directed evolution is an
effective method to optimize a biological system by generating random or
selective mutations at the gene of interest and applying selection through
performance in an in vitro environment. Directed evolution has been used
to discover new proteins or entire metabolic pathways by selecting variants
based on cell growth or enzyme activity. The intersection between directed
evolution and microfluidics has been thoroughly reviewed elsewhere.137
Directed evolution requires the creation of large sample libraries, as well
as precise control over environmental factors and large-scale selection. As
previously discussed, droplet-in-channel microfluidics possesses all the necessary functions to accommodate high-throughput directed evolution applications. One of the first demonstrations of directed evolution is by Agresti
et al.138 who built a platform which sorted 108 samples per day to select a
high-activity horseradish peroxidase (Figure 8.3C). This platform laid the
foundation of implementing the directed evolution workflow in a droplet
microfluidic device. It performed an enzymatic reaction inside a pL droplet
that produces a fluorophore when the enzyme is highly active. Droplets that
exhibited high fluorescence can be sorted dielectrophoretically-based on a
threshold fluorescence intensity.138 Many similar platforms have since been
used to enhance enzymes for different applications.100,139,140 For example,
Ma et al.141 performed five rounds of directed evolution to select an esterase,
using two fluorogenic substrates.
Most (if not all) droplet-based microfluidic systems that implement
directed evolution are limited to binary sorting – hence, lacking the ability
to evolve distinct levels of performance in parallel. This can be useful when
attempting to scan a diverse space of different samples across an evolutionary landscape. Ahmadi et al.142 addressed this by using a droplet device with
a patterned array of electrodes which sort different levels of a yeast library
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that are able to grow in harsh ionic liquids used in biochemical processing.
Their ability to sort different yeast samples based on multiple concentrations
of ionic liquid is the first representation of ‘n’ based sorting (as opposed to
the usual high/low producer). This can be the first step towards expanding
the space of directed evolution and lead to more interesting discoveries of
enzymes and metabolic pathways.
A recent and fascinating addition to the field of automatized directed
evolution is the eVOLVER platform built by Wong et al.143 Although the system does not employ droplet microfluidics, it presents a broad approach to
high-throughput directed evolution and synthetic biology. The system gives
the user control over multiple parameters such as temperature, culture density and media composition for several evolving cultures in parallel. The
researchers offer eVOLVER as a “democratic platform for research by a broad
community of users to build, execute, and share experiments”.143 The system's fluidic components may be improved by integrating the control of electrodes or exploring integration of droplet-in-channel platforms to enhance
throughput.

8.3.5

Testing to Complete the Loop

Droplet microfluidics has seen immense adoption across the field of synthetic biology, primarily due to the ability to provide platforms for testing
(Figure 8.3); especially in the single-cell sequencing field with many users
setting up or using droplet single-cell sequencing derived technologies.
These microfluidic devices for sequencing and screening provide tools to
perform experiments we were hardly able to do before. To continue its successful adoption, we need to develop open-source software and hardware,
and integrate to improve system scale-up.
An impressive example of ‘completing-the-loop’ using a testing microfluidic device was performed by Wang et al.144 who investigated the genetic
basis of gene down-regulation for improved protein production in yeast.
The authors use high-throughput droplet microfluidic single-cell analysis
to examine a library of 243 000 RNA molecules known to affect S. cerevisiae
through RNA interference (RNAi). Once identified, Cas9-mediated recombineering was used to generate yeast strains implementing the identified RNAi
molecules for increased protein production; thus, showing seamless integration of testing and learning, leading to a new design.
An often-overlooked challenge in the field of synthetic biology is fermentation. Much attention is paid to high-throughput screening of built strains,
yet these screens can be misleading about how strains will behave within
an industrial fermentation setting. Scaling-up a research facility's fermentation equipment is an impractical solution, which begs for a more affordable
option. A set of controlled parameters which move microtitre growth towards
fermentation conditions include dissolved gasses, pH, nutrient levels and
agitation. Several groups have developed microbioreactors controlling these
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Test.

(A) High-throughput screening of secretory phenotypes using RNA
aptamers in droplets. Reproduced from ref. 106 with permission from
Springer Nature, Copyright 2016. (B) High-throughput gene expression profiling of isogenic colonies using Drop-seq. Reproduced from
ref. 124 with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry. (C) Ultra-
high-throughput screening in droplet microfluidics for directed evolution. Reproduced from ref. 162 with permission from the Proceedings
of the National Academy of Science of the United States of America,
Copyright 2018.

parameters as discussed by Hegab et al.145 yet droplet microfluids presents
a unique challenge. Controlling oxygen content of droplets can be achieved
through monitoring and controlling oxygen in perfluorinated oil used as the
continuous phase.146 Although controlling other parameters in droplets is
not altogether feasible, it remains imperative to integrate bioreactor capabilities into microfluidic workflows to ‘complete-the-loop’.

8.4
8.4.1

Learning and Outlook
Learning

While the testing phase in synthetic biology can be accomplished primarily
by droplet-in-channel devices, data processing and data analysis or learning
is usually handled in silico. Machine learning and deep learning have become
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staple tools in data science, especially for the ability to respond to vast data
sets like those generated from microfluidics experiments. Machine learning generates analytical models based on data input – while deep learning
expands on this by using artificial neural-networking supported by general
processing units (GPUs). These tools have become reasonably accessible due
to the availability of powerful and affordable GPUs as well as open-source
frameworks such as TensorFlow147 and pyTorch.148 Additionally, cloud-based
deep-learning resources such as Amazon EC2 149 and Microsoft Azure150 can
provide additional infrastructure and support.
Machine learning has already been widely effective in biology in areas such
as predicting protein binding,151–153 modelling and predicting transcription
and translational control,154,155 as well as predicting metabolic dynamics.156
Within the area of droplet-in-channel microfluidics, Guo et al.157 used machine
learning to help image and characterize lipid-producing algal cells within oil
droplets. It is easy to imagine the power of combining droplet-in-channel
screening devices with deep-learning downstream processing, informing further inquiries and design choices. It is also easy in our internet-of-things world
to imagine smart microfluidic devices that not only optimize data acquisition
and analysis but communicate with online sequence databases.

8.4.2

Application: DNA Storage

Double-stranded DNA molecules possess an information storage density
that towers over conventional silicon-binary systems at over a petabyte per
gram. Current studies show 100% data retrieval capabilities and DNA can
be stable for centuries.158 The challenge of DNA storage lies in the cost and
speed of the read/write process. Newman et al. demonstrated storage of large
amounts of data in the form DNA at isolated, dehydrated spots on a digital
microfluidic chip. The team showed that a single spot with a diameter of 1
mm could store up to a terabyte of data, while a single chip could have as
many as 50 spots. The group also demonstrated that using their automated
platform, DNA storage spots could be individually rehydrated and retrieved
using droplets.159 It is important to note that this platform relies on next-
generation sequencing and library prep, both of which were performed
off-chip. While Newman et al. present a system for managing DNA storage
samples, integration with synthesis and sequencing platforms must also
address the read/write bottleneck.
When anticipating the future of synthetic biology and microfluidics, storing the mountains of generated data becomes a new challenge. Interestingly,
DNA storage might be an appropriate answer to this dilemma. With DNA
storage, we could have a vastly more practical means of storing information
on biological systems. In our opinion, DNA storage could be a major step in
the learning process such that data can be placed in an open genetic ‘hard
drive’ so that other users can access and learn from experiments performed
by other synthetic biologists and use that as a priori information for their
own experiments.
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Discussion and Future Recommendations

Ultimately, the vision for applying droplet microfluidics to synthetic biology
is to take each of the stand-alone elements and combine them into a consolidated device. In much the same way as the arithmetic logic units, control units, and memory units make up a computer's CPU, the microfluidic
units capable of designing, building and testing genetic material will make up
the biological processing unit of a future metabolic engineering platform
(Figure 8.4).
True automation of synthetic biology requires a platform that performs
the core elements of the DBTL cycle in a closed-loop fashion – focusing on
key bottlenecks and eliminating them at successive iterations. A sustainable
platform should remain compact and operate under low power and reagent
consumption. It is hard for one to imagine that this platform would rely on
automated pipetting robots or a system dependent on moving cells within
the confines of a 96-well plate.

Figure 8.4

Learn.

A proposed bio-processing unit (BPU). One vision for synthetic
biology could see a single droplet microfluidic device that handles all
the aspects of the DBTL cycle and turns the process into a control loop.
The system would include: a DMF-based sample preparation zone, a
droplet generator, cell encapsulation and electroporation zone, an incubation region with temperature control, sample preparation for integration with sequencing and mass-spectrometry as well as integrated
micro-bioreactors. Data collected from each round would pass through
a machine-learning core that would control a DMF-based DNA synthesis
component, bringing new DNA into the system for subsequent rounds.
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Efforts are already being made to incorporate numerous steps into a single
device, especially within the confines of each individual part of the cycle, as
exemplified by Shih et al. and Gach et al., both of whom developed devices
capable of plasmid assembly, transformation and culture on a single platform.68,71 Furthermore, examples from the realm of channel microfluidics,
such as the eVOLVER platform from Wong et al.,143 show early examples of
how multifunctional devices may work.
To keep progressing this vision for the future, a link needs to be made
between devices that excel at building and those that excel at learning. This
will likely mean finding techniques that integrate the low-throughput-high-
precision techniques of digital microfluidics commonly used for building
with the high-throughput-low-precision techniques of droplet-in-channel
microfluidics commonly used for testing. This may take the form of interfacing the two in series,160 or by integrating actuation electrodes into
channels.142 Furthermore, creating robust ‘world-to-chip’ interfaces, such
as that displayed by Tran et al.,161 will allow non-experts to work with these
automated platforms without being microfluidic experts. Achieving these
goals should pave the way for a commercially viable all-in-one biological
processing unit in the coming years provided that researchers can continue
to work towards reliable, robust devices that can have their manufacturing
process scaled up.
We believe in the near term that an increased focus should be placed
on droplet-based oligo synthesis as well as devices that can bridge the gap
between building and testing. Oligo synthesis is in high demand as it allows
researchers of synthetic biology to be able to design any gene construct they
desire. Designing and developing microfluidic platforms capable of on-
demand synthesis of short strands (<1 kb) will be highly useful, while simple
devices capable of basic elements of both building, testing and learning will
begin to pave the way for how the unique requirements for each part of the
cycle will be merged.
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